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Presentation Notes
CATHFrom a global pandemic to racial and cultural reckonings, the spotlight has begun to illuminate structural and system inequities and inequalities. We are moving from inclusion as a concept to being a verb, an action. Those working as part of Carleton's Coordinated Accessibility Strategy recognize their privilege of supporting a movement towards social good. We are humbled to work at an institution that has committed resources to a more equitable and inclusive campus 



My 
commitment to 
you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start by acknowledging the diverse life experiences here today. Each person’s path is worth honouring. I appreciate you taking the time to be here and listen to me. I want to acknowledge I am a work in progress.It is important to me that this is a space for openness and education. And while I may disclose some of my own experiences, there is no expectation for others to do so.I might talk about some things that challenge some hard ideas that might bring up some difficult feelings or thoughts and so feel free to take the space you may need to help you feel grounded.



Discovering 
Dignity

“Your why is the reason you 
show up in the first place”

- Simon Sinek

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you know your why, you’ll figure out the how.One of my earliest childhood memories was playing with my cousin Tommy. Tommy had spina bifida and hydrocephalus. I remember on one visit, we went to the playground. While my brother and I climbed over everything, Tommy just sat in the grass watching. Suddenly, I realized the world wasn’t fair or equal. I went and sat with Tommy and we brainstormed a way to rig him to the zipline (one of those cautionary 1970s play structure ones). I realized how much I enjoyed exploring and discovering new ways we could engage in play together.This experience ignited a passion within me; I knew that I wanted to use my voice and position in life as a way to create a positive social impact for others. This was what drove my earlier educational path in Therapeutic Recreation, my work as a counsellor for youth at risk, and my volunteer work with seniors.Tommy inspires my whyImagine if the world could support dignity and compassion by being more accessible?



I never 
thought it 
could be 

me

While I don't wish the bad 
days on anyone, including 
myself, I often feel privileged 
to have empathy and 
compassion for others on a 
similar journey.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was a competitive athlete, dabbling in many sports. My passion was soccer. I was a star athlete at school, an honour roll student.In my mid teens, I began to understand temporary accessibility issues. By the age of 16, I had undergone two major knee surgeries after many off-seasons spent hobbling through the halls of school. But I had no idea of the permanent and episodic changes that were coming over the next few years that would lead to lifelong diagnoses Nor did I imagine the exceptional support over the last 3 years that I received from friends and colleagues at Carleton empowered me to start talking about my mental health challenges.While I don't wish the bad days on anyone, including myself, I often feel privileged to have empathy and compassion for others on a similar journey.



What is your 
why?

(for accessibility)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think for a lot of us, or why is somewhat implicit.�The challenge is that by not revisiting it and making it explicit, we may be lulled into complacencyWhen YOU think about accessibility, what is your why? (in just a few moments I will invite you to enter it into the Q&A feature.Is it a particular momentIs it a personSomething you believe strongly inPerhaps a phrase that sums up your approach to lifeOr are you still discovering it?



Two ways to join the Audience Poll:

1. Open a web browser & go to PollEv.com/PMC 
OR Scan the QR Code on this screen 
 After that, you will enter your answer or click on the 

answer option(s) for each question as it appears on 
your screen.

2. Open your text message app & Text PMC to 
37607 if you have NOT already joined
 If you have already joined, simply text your answer 

or your answer choice(s), ie. A, B, C, etc., or 1, 2, 3 
(as the case may be).



Audience Poll: What is your "Why" for Accessibility?

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: Do not modify the notes in this section to avoid tampering with the Poll Everywhere activity.
More info at polleverywhere.com/support

What is your "Why" for Accessibility?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/mjUU4XMseYrk8dcl8NSfL



CAS is the 
how

At Carleton, the Coordinated 
Accessibility Strategy can be 
our collective how

Inclusivity, Innovation, Collaboration, Commitment, and Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Value-BasedINCLUSIVITY: create opportunities for every person to participate in all areas of campusINNOVATION: aim to be acknowledged as leaders and trailblazers of accessibilityCOLLABORATION: engage both internal and external community members COMMITMENT: putting words into actionCOMMUNITY: collectively responsible to challenge ableismBy anchoring our processes, services, programs, and infrastructures in these values we can increase the dignity of our interactions with each other



Representation CAS is co-designed by and 
implemented with living 
experiences at its core

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout the process and development of the Coordinated Accessibility Strategy, the aim was always towards diversity and accountability, and to help ensure that this was met, a Steering Committee was formedThe Steering Committee was made up of those with living experience of disability as well as allies collectively representing diversity of voices “at the table” and includes membership from across campus including students, faculty and staff representatives. Formally created in the fall of 2018As a team the committee met to critically analyse the strategy in all its draft stages before, during, and after each feedback session. They also ensured that as a group, they were doing the best that they could to reach the greatest amount of the community possible. Feedback sessions were available in-person, online, and over the phone. All feedback available to the public (identifying info was removed)The first step of the implementation process was to understand the context in which the strategy exists and how to implement it while remaining committed to a human-centric approach. Throughout the Fall, and with the help of a talented co-op student, comprehensive stakeholder maps were generated for each of the focus areas. This was a necessary step to help map the complexity and extent of stakeholders involved in campus, thus ensuring a breadth of voices reflected in actions taken. Working groups were formedexceptional work led by 25 individuals on campus and those supporting them during what has been (and continues to be) exceptional times. Executive Champions and Action Plan Leaders make up working groups that create recommendations for action plans to be implemented over the next 12-18 months. The working groups develop plans that reflect the diversity of voices and initiatives on campus, including outside the individual, organizational divisions (where appropriate) 



CAS

Coordination 
and leadership

Education and 
training

Information and 
communication

Physical 
campus

Employment 
and employee 

support

Student support 
services

Research and 
development

CAS areas 
of focus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the right side is a hub and spoke type graphic that lists the 7 areas of focus for CAS. In a clockwise position, starting at the top:Coordination and LeadershipEducation and trainingInformation and communicationPhysical campusEmployment and employee supportsStudent support servicesResearch and developmentStarted with working groupsexceptional work led by 25 individuals on campus and those supporting them during what has been (and continues to be) exceptional times. Executive Champions and Action Plan Leaders make up working groups that create recommendations for action plans to be implemented over the next 12-18 months. The working groups develop plans that reflect the diversity of voices and initiatives on campus, including outside the individual, organizational divisions (where appropriate) There is also a larger Council that includes 30 + representatives from campus life



Big bets (18 months +) Quick Wins (up to 18 months)
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Ease of implementation to UniversityDifficult Simple
Low

High - Enhanced training
- Living experience advising groups
- *Completion of campus audit
- *Researchers in accessibility
- *Students as Partners program
- *Student Accessibility Champions
- *Accessibility and wellness series

- Useful but not necessarily 
important

- Incremental

- *Canadian Accessibility 
Network

- *Employee supports
- *Additional academic 

programming
- Accessibility Champions
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Presentation Notes
Grid made up of for quadrants (although not equal in size) to help prioritize and cluster activities and strategic actionsX axis across the bottom runs from difficult to simple and represents ease of implementation to the UniversityY axis running on the left side represents Importance to CU community. It ranges from Low to HighReview counterclockwise starting in the lower right quadrantA note that the examples with a * represent things currently in some form of progressUTILITY Useful but perhaps not important to the broad CU communityLikely more of an incremental step for campus accessibilityQUICK WINS (up to 18 months)Important to the communityLittle to no new resources requiredMay represent more significant steps forwardExamples of Quick Wins:Enhanced training for employeesUpdating AODA modulesExploring expansion of student support certificateEmbedding accessibility more meaningfully into all trainingLaunching a CAS Speaker Series#AbleTo Learning modules developed in partnership to build capacity for disability inclusion at workCreation of living experiences advising groups Combinations of TLS, PMC, READ, Web Services and OQI are working together to develop advisory groups made up of living experiences to design with – not forCompletion of campus audit using Rick Hansen audit toolsResearchers in accessibility – building on the successful event hosted by OVPRI, building this list and supporting increased profileStudents as Partners program in TLS to increase emphasis on accessibility and inclusionStudent Accessibility Champions to continue as a pilot in READ/CAS hoping to raise enough funding to expandAccessibility and wellness series with Healthy WorkplaceBIG BETS (18 months and beyond)Important to CU communityUsually involves 2+ Focus AreasMove the needle on culture of accessibilityRequires significant investment of resourcesLikely multi-year projectExtending culture of access whether through READ’s contributions as a centre of excellence in accessibility, continuing to work with other sister strategies of the SIP or the Canadian Accessibility Network (CAN)Connecting individuals and organizations from public / private sectors, not-for-profit, community service providers, advocates and allies from across Canada. Engaging with over 85+ CAN Collaborator organizations and individuals to identify gaps and opportunities for advancing accessibilityEmployee and employment supports - Soon wrapping up extensive benchmarking process to develop a comprehensive approach to meeting the needs of our campus communityAdditional academic programmingbuilds on the collective advances and contributions to our understanding of disability and accessibility. Accessibility Champions Network- In 2022, we will launch a pilot project that will conduct an internal scan to learn what accessibility skills are on campus and what kind of supports could be put in place to increase campus capacityUNWISENot important to the communityDoesn't fit within the scope of CASDifficult to implement (costly, requires a lot of resources)



CAS is not 
an end 
state

Commit
Coordinate
Continue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commit to build on our history in accessibility by moving towards our vision for a more accessible campus and world.Coordinate accessibility services, programs, and initiatives that exist.Continue to inspire a strong campus culture of accessibility and inclusion.



What is the 
legacy you 

want for CAS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I don't think that Carleton strives to be known for being conventional. I have never participated in a strategic community session where the top value even comes close to conventional. It certainly doesn't align to the values in SIP nor CAS.What is the legacy you want for CAS? In a few moments I will ask you to share no more than 3 words that reflects your intention.



Two ways to join the Audience Poll:

1. Open a web browser & go to PollEv.com/PMC 
OR Scan the QR Code on this screen 
 After that, you will enter your answer or click on the 

answer option(s) for each question as it appears on 
your screen.

2. Open your text message app & Text PMC to 
37607 if you have NOT already joined
 If you have already joined, simply text your answer 

or your answer choice(s), ie. A, B, C, etc., or 1, 2, 3 
(as the case may be).



Audience Poll: What is the legacy you want for CAS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: Do not modify the notes in this section to avoid tampering with the Poll Everywhere activity.
More info at polleverywhere.com/support

What is the legacy you want for CAS?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/TuVsUeAk4yLY1fTDBdSSl



Discovering 
Dignity

“We are at our best with 
others – working as a 
community”

- Simon Sinek

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WRAP UP POINTS



Thank you for your participation 
today!
accessibility.strategy@carleton.ca
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